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In a recent paper, evidence was presented for a signicant, positive correlation between the
total transverse momenta of particles on opposite sides of hadronic events. From comparisons
with Monte Carlo generators it was concluded that there were both non-perturbative and
perturbative contributions to this correlation. A new, model independent analysis of the
data has been made. Two components can be distinguished in the correlation. Quantitative
estimates of each are given. The results form a signicant test of Monte Carlo models and
some of the physics behind them.














Since hadronic decays of the Z include ve dierent quark avour pairs and must conserve total
energy, some correlation between the two sides of an event is to be expected. In a recent paper[1]
signicant transverse momentum correlations were reported which could not be explained by
either of these mechanisms. The analysis and interpretation of the data relied heavily on compar-
isons with Monte Carlo models, in terms of which it was concluded that both non-perturbative
and perturbative eects were contributing to the correlation.
A new, model independent analysis of the data has been made. It shows that two compo-
nents, referred to simply as `soft' and `hard', can be distinguished in the correlation. Quantitative
estimates of each are given. The results are also a test of Monte Carlo models and some of the
physics that lies behind them.
Given an event axis dened below, particles are allocated to one side or the other according
to the sign of the momentum component along that axis. The transverse momentum for each











is the momentum component of the i
th
particle transverse to the axis formed by the


























where the bars signify averages over the data set and 
P
t
is the standard deviation of the P
t
distribution.
The method combines correlation with clustering based on the Durham clustering algorithm[2].






























are the respective energies of, and 
ij
is the angle between, the two particles
and E
vis
is the measured total energy. Such pairs are combined in sequence up to the value
y
cut
, the two 4-momenta being added. The clustering algorithm is always applied to the event
as a whole, and not to each half separately. To help the physics interpretation, it is convenient








s is the known initial energy of 91.2
GeV. The event axis is maintained as clustering proceeds and equation (1) is generalized to the




). All this is unchanged from [1].
The technique used in [1] was rstly to partition the event with respect to the thrust axis






= 25 GeV/c which greatly reduced the eects of total energy
and momentum conservation. Discrimination between dierent models was then achieved by














The underlying idea was that any correlation arising through soft particles (e.g. from string
fragmentation[3]) would be largely removed by clustering to an appropriate value of m
y
.
The ALEPH detector[4] and its performance[5] are described in detail elsewhere. The present
analysis is based on data acquired in 1994 at the Z resonance ([1] used 1992 data). As before,
candidate hadron events are required to have at least 5 charged tracks with polar angle  to
the beam axis such that: j cos j is less than 0.95; the distance of closest approach to the beam
axis is less than 2 cm; the distance from the vertex to the interaction point along the beam axis
is less than 10 cm and there are at least four hits in the principal tracking chamber, the Time
Projection Chamber. The total visible energy of all such tracks must exceed 10% of the total
centre of mass energy. Neutral hadrons and electrons are measured in the ECAL and HCAL
calorimeters.
For the nal data set, charged and neutral particles are reconstructed as `energy ow
objects'[5] and events with total energy less than 70 GeV are rejected. Two event axes are
dened; in either case these are required to lie within the range of polar angles from 35 to 145
o
of the beam axis. Any surviving  pairs are removed by requiring that at least one side has P
t
>
2.0 GeV/c. More details on the events and analysis can be found in ref. [1]. About 1.2 million




The study of correlations at low m
y
is based on changes in C with m
y
. As clustering proceeds,
sometimes a cluster will form near 90
o
to the event axis, such that only a small modication
to the event would be needed for the entire cluster to appear on the other side. When viewed
from one side, this eect, for a set of events, can be seen in terms of uctuations about average
behaviours; it is fundamentally a form of shot noise akin to that experienced with statistical
uctuations in electric currents. However, viewed from an event as a whole, such a cluster
will not only raise P
t
by say  on one side but also lower P
t
by a comparable amount on the
other. The important point is that, irrespective of the sign of , such shot noise uctuations
will always make a negative contribution to the correlation; in the simplest case, assuming  to
be uncorrelated with either P
t








). The eect can be of particular
importance for the present study, in which m
y
is varied over a wide range and an individual
cluster formed at higher m
y
can consequently carry a high value of transverse momentum. The





) on one side only












measured at the same m
y









always sides 1 and 2 are chosen at random). In the example above, side 1 will sometimes lose
P
t
to, sometimes gain P
t
from, side 2, but there will no longer be a term corresponding to  
2
since the number representing P
t2
does not change - the  is on one side only. More generally,
2








(0) needed for the correlation (equation (2)), event-to-
event uctuations in the transfer of P
t
will be averaged out, while still leaving open a possible
dependence of either P
t
on the other. This correlation is written as C(m
y
; 0), meaning that P
t1







Figure 1(a) shows the uncorrected data; corrections for detector eects will be discussed
below. There is a relatively rapid fall in C(m
y
; 0) from 0.079 at m
y
= 0 to a low of 0.050 at
about m
y
= 6 GeV followed by a slow rise to 0.055 at m
y
= 15 GeV. Because it occurs at lowm
y
(a value of 5 GeV corresponds to a y
cut
of 0.003), this fall is referred to as the `soft correlation'







; 0) correlation is designed to remove the shot noise eect, it does so at the
expense of only having clustered the softer particles from one side. The second technique for
reducing the eect of uctuations is to follow the average behaviour with m
y
of groups of events




) values. The individual P
t
values are
now measured after clustering from both sides, thus enhancing any possible eects.






= 25 GeV/c is subdivided into
1 GeV/c square cells (k; l), 1  k  25; 1  l  25, so 625 in all. Each event contributes twice;




members in a cell. Let A
kl
be the average value of
P
t1

































To calculate the standard deviation, the r.m.s. value of P
t
at each cell, referred to as B
kl
, is also
needed. The cell size chosen is suciently small for the use of these averages in place of formula
(2) to have a negligble eect on the calculated correlation at m
y
= 0. So far all that has been
done is to digitize the initial P
t
values.
The events are now clustered to some given m
y
. Following those in a particular cell (k; l), P
t
values after clustering will generally span a wide range of values (usually lower). For example,
the same initial P
t1
might represent in one case a half event with a single, central core and low
momentum particles at larger angles; P
t1
in this case would probably fall to zero (i.e. a single
cluster) quite quickly. In another, the half event might initially produce two clusters which only
nally coalesced to one at an appreciably higher m
y
. Sometimes clustering will move P
t
from
side 2 to side 1; sometimes the other way. Given sucient events in each cell, e.g. > 100,









determined for each cell and the overall correlation is recalculated as in (4). This averaging still
preserves the physics - if e.g. higher P
t2
is associated with higher P
t1
, this will still show in the
averages. This correlation is referred to as C(m
y
).
The results for C(m
y
) are also shown on Fig 1(a) where they can be directly compared with
C(m
y
; 0). The data show a generally similar behaviour; the fall has more of a tail, but reaches
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a near constant value of C above about m
y
= 6 GeV, y
cut
= 0.0043. The two values agree at
m
y
= 0, showing that the digitization of P
t
has a negligible eect on the correlation. Half of the
fall has occured by m
y
 1.55 GeV, similar therefore to the 1.4 GeV observed with C(m
y
; 0).
More details for both correlations are given in Table 1, where the `plateau' level is taken as the
average of values at 6, 8, 10 and 12 GeV. The choice of 1 GeV/c for the cell size in C(m
y
) is not
critical; doubling or halving this size changes these numbers by less than 0.0003. The magnitude
of the fall in C(m
y
) is about twice that seen in C(m
y





) is equivalent to a C(m
y





) and then C(m
y
; 0), one sees a clear tendency for the reduction
of `shot noise' uctuations which were making a major contribution to the correlation.
Axis, correlation C Range, GeV Plateau Soft correlation
Thrust, C(m
y
; 0) 0.0792 6-12 0.0512 0.0280  .0011
Thrust, C(m
y
) 0.0792 6-12 0.0216 0.0576 .0011
Thrust, C(m
y
) 0.0792 6-12 -0.0205 0.0997 .0011
Table 1. ALEPH data. Magnitudes of the soft correlation (uncorrected for detector eects). Events are
partitioned with respect to the thrust axis. Errors are statistical only.
2.3 The cluster axis.
At a suciently high m
y
, all events reduce to two clusters. Suppose that when this occurs, the









. In eect, one is clustering rst, then nding the thrust axis, rather
than the other way round. For most events the partitioning is unaltered; dierences can arise
with complex events containing e.g. four jets which could have 2 jets on each side using the
thrust axis and 1 plus 3 using the cluster axis. In any case, for an analysis over a wide range of
m
y
it is more appropriate to partition the event through a reconstruction of the inferred, initial
qq rather than from the nal hadrons.
The previous analyses were therefore repeated with the events partitioned by the cluster
axis. Fig. 1(b) shows the results, on the same scale as Fig. 1(a). The dotted line again indicates
C(m
y
). Comparing the two Figures, the immediate eect of using the cluster axis is to move the
correlations in a negative direction, e.g. C(m
y
) is now close to zero at high m
y
. The magnitudes
of the soft contributions to the correlations are extracted, as previously, from the fall from m
y
= 0 to the plateau region, Table 2, and show little change from the values using the thrust axis
given in Table 1. The values of m
y
at which half the falls have occurred are also unchanged.
Axis, correlation C Range,GeV Plateau Soft correlation
Cluster, C(m
y
; 0) 0.0530 6-12 0.0247 0.0283.0011
Cluster, C(m
y
) 0.0530 6-12 -0.0061 0.0591 .0011
Table 2. ALEPH data. Similar to Table 1 but with the events partitioned with respect to the cluster
axis. Errors are statistical only.
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2.4 The magnitude of the soft correlation
The general pattern and stability of the soft correlation encourages an attempt to measure this
quantity, written as C
soft
. Attention is concentrated on the cluster axis measurement of C(m
y
)
in Fig. 1(b), partly because the eect to be measured is larger with C(m
y
), thereby reducing
sensitivity to other possible contributions, in particular any assumption about the soft coupling
from side 1 to 2 in C(m
y
; 0); partly because, with the cluster axis, the correlation above the soft
region is seen to be small, and therefore less is assumed in projecting it back to m
y
= 0.
If the value of C
soft
is to be meaningful, it should not be sensitive to the exact values of
the cuts used to dene the data set. That this is the case is shown in Table 3 where the
measurements (uncorrected) of C(m
y
) given in Table 2 are repeated, varying in turn the total





in formula (2) are calculated in terms of
p
s = 91.2 GeV rather than in
terms of E
vis
, there being a possibility that event to event uctuations in E
vis
could introduce
an extraneous correlation. The value at m
y
= 0 is, of course, unaected; the plateau level rises
by about 0.0015. This is considered as an uncertainty rather than as a correction. The fth row
shows the sensitivity to the P
t;max
cut. This is a rather dierent test as the data set itself is
dierent; there is no fundamental reason why the measured soft coupling between the two sides
should not vary with the range of P
t






= 0) Plateau C
soft
From Table 2 0.0530 -0.0061 0.0591.0011







0.0528 - 0.0536 -0.0065 - -0.0058 0.0593 - 0.0594





(25 GeV/c) 20 !30 GeV/c 0.0575 - 0.0464 0.0011 - -0.0128 0.0564 - 0.0592
Table 3. Sensitivity of C
soft





of the data set. The left hand column shows, in brackets, the standard values,
followed by those used in the test. The right hand columns show the resulting values, e.g. dropping the
total energy cut from the standard 70 GeV to 65 GeV changes C
soft
from 0.0591 to 0.0601 (values are
given to 4 decimal places in order to show the changes in C
soft
).
Estimates of the corrections for detector eects are given in Table 4. They are made by
running the same analysis program, including the P
t;max
cut of 25 GeV/c, on generated and












comparisons with several generators will be made in section 4. Since JETSET, for which the
largest sample of such events is available, does not give a good, overall description of the data,




is taken as C(0)   C(m
y
= 6). A modication,
`culled JETSET', will be described in section 5, where it is shown that the disagreement is
largely the result of a relative excess of JETSET events having P
t
high on one side, low on the
other. These can be removed from the events as generated; the estimate for C
soft
is almost
unchanged. HERWIG gives a similar result, though with a higher statistical error. Although
the general agreement here is encouraging, considerable uncertainty attaches to just how reliable
is this correction. A corresponding analysis of the 1992 data and JETSET simulation gave an
uncorrected ALEPH value of 0.0605.0016, close therefore to the 1994 measurement, whereas
5
the indicated correction from JETSET was only 0.0034. Signicant improvements had been
made to the simulation, and the 1994 value is therefore preferred. In the circumstances it is
proposed to add 0.0100.006 to the uncorrected value. Since other eects are all small, this
gives a result of C
soft
= 0:0690.006. Finally, JETSET is used to compare events including,
and without, initial state radiation. Changes are small, less than 0.0005 in C
soft
, and can be
neglected.







JETSET gen. 0.0395 -0.0231 0.0626.002
JETSET rec. 0.0269 -0.0264 0.0533.002 0.0093
JETSET gen, culled. 0.0574 -0.0077 0.0651.002
JETSET rec, culled. 0.0438 -0.0102 0.0540.002 0.0111
HERWIG gen. 0.0781 -0.0029 0.0810.004
HERWIG rec. 0.0628 -0.0067 0.0695.004 0.0115
Table 4. Values of C
soft
for Monte Carlo generators, used to estimate detector eects (values are given
to 4 decimal places to show the changes in C
soft
). The Table can also be used to compare JETSET and
HERWIG values of C
soft
with the ALEPH measurement.
3 The region above m
y
= 6 GeV
From the preceding analysis, and as can be seen directly from Fig. 1(a,b), one can examine the
correlations after removing the soft coupling if the events are rst clustered to m
y
 6 GeV, a





; 0) nor C(m
y
) is appropriate for a study of the hard region: the P
t;max
cut is
applied to the hadrons, C(m
y
; 0) leaves one side unclustered, C(m
y
) is better but is still based
on cells dened by the hadrons. In fact, C(m
y
; 0) and C(m
y
) are best suited to measuring
changes in the correlations at low m
y
. For a consistent examination of the hard correlation, all
the analysis should be based on the events after pre-clustering. As a corollary, the cluster axis





), the full data set
The simplest and most direct measurement that fulls the above pre-clustering condition is to
determine the P
t
correlation as a function of m
y

















implies that the entire data set has been used, i.e. there is no P
t;max
cut.
The result is shown in Fig. 1(c) for a series of values of m
y
from 50 GeV down to zero.
The behaviour of C
tot
at very high m
y
is of interest - in a sense it is telling us something





using the JETSET O(
2
s




= 1.0), for d

d partons. In this
6
region the great majority of events have just two clusters; a small fraction have three and there
are none with four. Two cluster events have P
t
values (0,0); 3 cluster correspond to (0; high)











is essentially equivalent to f . C
tot
must therefore be negative at high m
y
, tending to
a limit of zero as f approaches zero. At somewhat lower m
y
the correlation will be sensitive to
the 4 cluster events and how these divide between 2-2 and 1-3.




= 12 down to 6 GeV. An overall measure
of the hard correlation can therefore conveniently be obtained by noting the magnitude of C
tot
at the minimum. Since C
tot





should be useful for making comparisons with MC models, also possibly
with theory. For ALEPH the (uncorrected) minimum value is -0.0524.0010, at about m
y
= 9
GeV and therefore safely above the soft region.
While the main concern here is with the behavour above 6 GeV, Fig. 1(c) by itself illustrates
nicely the very dierent behaviour in the two regions. In model terms one can almost picture the
evolution of the qq with decreasing m
y
; the gradual emergence of a parton branching structure;
culminating in the nal `explosion' into hadrons. Equally, starting from m
y
= 0, one can also
see how eectively pre-clustering to m
y
= 6 GeV removes the soft correlation.
The stability of the minimum value has been investigated. Making the same changes to total
energy and polar angle cuts as in Table 3 alters C
tot





cut, which must also help. Using the alternative,
p
s based, denition of m
y
changed
the ALEPH value from -0.0524 to -0.0507, again considered as an uncertainty. However, as one
might suspect from Figs. 1(a,b), the use of the hadron-based thrust axis has a major eect,
raising the minimum to -0.043.0010. It is therefore important in this case to specify that the
cluster axis is used to partition the events.
Reconstruction errors are smaller than for C
soft
. Making the same tests as described in
Table 4, the average of the three corrections adds 0.0025 to the measured -0.0531, making -
0.0506. There was no signicant contribution from initial state radiation. Because of general
uncertainties in the correction procedure, it is proposed to assign a systematic error of 0.003
to the corrected value. Since statistical errors are again small, this gives a value for minimum
C
tot
using the cluster axis of -0.051.003.
3.2 The P
t;max





), the correlation for the entire data set as a function ofm
y
, is conceptually simple,
total energy conservation manifestly plays an important role. The earlier paper[1] started with
the observed correlation as a function of the cut P
t;max
. By reducing P
t;max
to 25 GeV/c,
the very asymmetric events were removed, giving a subset of events for which any correlation
contribution from total energy conservation should be small. In this section, a similar P
t;max
cut is applied after pre-clustering the events, i.e. as the soft coupling is progressively removed,
7
thereby exposing any residual hard correlation. For the technique to be applied, minimum
P
t;max
must be appreciably above m
y








refers here to the level of pre-clustering.
Events are pre-clustered at a sequence of m
y
values: 0, 1, 2 to 6 GeV, and are partitioned




















at the corresponding m
y
. The results are shown in Fig. 1(d). There is
a general tendency for only a small variation in C with P
t;max





= 5 and 6 GeV, where soft contributions should have vanished. As in [1]
this is in line with the idea that the (negative) contribution from energy conservation becomes
small as events with very high P
t
are removed. The plots come together quite strikingly at m
y
= 4, 5, 6 GeV over all P
t;max
, nice evidence of how pre-clustering removes the soft correlation.










= 15, 20 and 25 GeV/c, giving about -0.013. The results are again found to be





and initial state radiation. Making the same corrections for detector
eects as described in Table 4 gave corrections ranging from +0.0014 to +.0037. The gures
therefore indicate a small, residual correlation of about -1%.
4 Comparisons with Monte Carlo generators
It is interesting to compare the results with those from MC generators, not only to test the
generators, but also for some of the underlying physics. The presence of both perturbative and
non-perturbative contributions was inferred in [1] from detailed comparisons with the partonic
and fragmentation phases of JETSET and ARIADNE, whereas the analysis presented here
distinguishes two regions of m
y
, and the corresponding correlations, directly from the data.
A large sample of Monte Carlo events was generated using the program JETSET 7.4[6]
modied to include detailed information on heavy avour decays. These events were passed
through a detailed simulation of the detector and analysed as for the ALEPH data. A similar
but smaller sample of HERWIG version 5.6[7] was generated and analysed. Comparisons are
also made with hadron events generated with ARIADNE 4.04[8]. All these generators had been
tuned to ALEPH data[9]. Finally, ARIADNE was independently used to generate parton showers
from an initial d

d state in which the shower cut-o parameter p
?;min
was deliberately reduced
to 0.3 GeV/c. It had already been noted[1] that the correlation C(0) for these partons was close




)[1, 10]. Since hadrons are observed, such a correlation also relies on,
and ultimately might help to test, the concept of local parton hadron duality[11], LPHD, which
will then be used to denote the correlations using ARIADNE partons below..














), Fig. 2(a) to (d) respectively. The rst two mainly concern, and are sensitive
to, behaviour in the soft region, the last two mainly the hard m
y
region. The measured ALEPH





corresponding values for the JETSET data set described above. Figure 2 includes these values
before and after correction. The corrections are greatest in the soft region, attaining a maximum
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value of +0.012 at m
y
= 0, but are small at higher m
y
.
It is immediately evident that P
t
correlations can be a severe test of a Monte Carlo simula-
tion. While JETSET describes quite well the variation with m
y
in the soft region and also the
magnitude of C
soft
(see Table 4), it clearly fails badly in the hard region, seen most strikingly
in Fig. 2(c). Evidence will be presented in section 5 that an excess of events with high P
t
on
one side, low on the other, is responsible.
ARIADNE hadrons badly overestimate the magnitude of the correlation at m
y
= 0. This
persists throughout the m
y
range. The possibility of a perturbative explanation of the Lund
string eect[3], often referred to as the drag eect[12], has been raised. The drag eect results
from colour coherence in which colour conservation leads to gluon radiation from boosted qq
dipoles, which gluons tend to populate the same angular regions as those identied by the string.
The correlation in the ARIADNE generator arises both in the parton cascade, itself described
in terms of boosted dipoles, and, as in JETSET, in the string. The excess correlation could
therefore indicate a certain level of overlap, or double counting, between the two explanations.
Since ARIADNE fails to give any plateau, or even minimum value for C(m
y
), Fig. 2(b), it is
not possible to give a meaningful ARIADNE value for C
soft
.
The result for the ARIADNE parton model, LPHD in Fig. 2, gives the best agreement
for the total correlation C
tot
in the hard correlation region of Fig. 2(c). But examination of
especially Fig 2(b) shows the absence of any sort of plateau region; although the correlation at
m
y
= 0 is comparable with the ALEPH result, the fall o in C with m
y
is much too slow and
again it is not possible to separate the hard and soft regions. The comparison with JETSET,




, may indicate a possible
basis for distinguishing the string and drag mechanisms for interjet particle ow[12].
Of the four generators discussed, HERWIG clearly gives the best overall description. It does
describe well the behaviour in the soft region (though from Table 4 C
soft
itself is a little high)
and does tend to atten out at higher m
y
, Fig. 2(a,b). It is the only generator to give a good
description of the residual hard correlation, Fig. 2(d).
5 JETSET and the perturbative structure of events
In this section it is shown how clustering ideas, combined with partition, can be developed to
analyze the structure of events in the hard region, and hence expose where the JETSET events,
as generated, are failing. An empirical correction that brings these events much closer to the
ALEPH data on correlations, is described.
Events are clustered in steps of m
y
= 5 GeV, starting with step 1 to correspond to the
original hadrons; step 2 to m
y
= 5 GeV and so on up to step 11, m
y
= 50 GeV. At some stage
in the clustering, each of the two sides of an event will collapse to a single cluster (i.e. with P
t
= 0). The steps at which this happens are described by two integers (i; j), 1  i  j  12 where
the rst side to do so collapses at step i, the second at step j. Thus if one side collapses to a
single cluster at say 17 GeV, i.e. at step 5, and the other at say 7 GeV, i.e. at step 3, the event
9
is categorized as (3,5).
Events are accumulated in an array i; j with N
ij
members. The numbers N
ij
describe
the hard structure of events in considerable detail. From a comparison of the ALEPH and
reconstructed JETSET arrays, the greatest dierences are found for i  2, i.e. events in which
one side has collapsed to a single cluster bym
y
= 5 GeV. The ratio of JETSET to ALEPH events
signals a relative excess of such events which increases approximately linearly with j from about
4% at j = 2 to about 24% at j = 11.
The excess fraction of JETSET events can be rejected. This is interesting for several reasons.
Firstly, as a model of QCD processes and hadronization JETSET is recognized as giving a good
description of data over a wide range of reactions[13]; so when, as here, it fails quite badly, it is
important to know more. Secondly, JETSET is used in the present paper to estimate corrections
for detector eects; the presence of an excess negative correlation might be signicant. Thirdly,
in the present study, JETSET gives quite a good description of C
soft
; is this aected by its
failure in the hard region?
The JETSET data set was re-analyzed with the estimated excess of JETSET events, as
described by the linear relationship above, removed or `culled'. The cull is applied at the
generator level (it would be more direct to apply the cull on reconstructed events, but this could
distort the use of the resulting data set in exploring corrections for detector eects). Though
only a `rst order' correction, the correlations determined with the culled JETSET are in much
better agreement with ALEPH. Figure 3(a) and (b) show the new comparison with ALEPH
data for C(m
y
; 0) and C(m
y
), to be compared with the unculled JETSET of Figs 2(a) and 2(b)
respectively. The JETSET points are still a little low, but are much closer to ALEPH and in
particular the behaviour in the soft region is very well described. From Table 4, the value of
C
soft
at generator level is increased by only 0.0025 by the cull, though this is complicated by





) is now much closer to the data than in Fig. 3(c). Lastly, C
m
y
as a function of P
t;max
after the events have been clustered at m
y
= 5 GeV (also 0 and 2 GeV), can be compared with
Fig. 3(d). Though again JETSET distributions are a little low, they do now clearly show a
similar structure to that seen in the data.
6 Summary and Conclusions




, the total, internal transverse momenta of







s based on the Durham cluster algorithm, where
p
s is the total energy.
It is found advantageous to partition the events with a thrust axis determined after clustering
each event to just two clusters.
Two correlations, C(m
y
; 0) and C(m
y
), designed in particular to circumvent the `shot noise'
contribution, are described and applied to ALEPH data. They give a consistent picture of a soft
correlation below m
y
= 6 GeV (y
cut









 1.5 GeV. The error is dominated
by systematic uncertainties in event reconstruction.
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, 50 GeV, this shows the growth in the (negative) correlation through the `matrix




) attains a minimum value
of -0.0510.003 at about m
y
= 9 GeV, safely therefore above the soft region.





), allows detailed changes to be followed as events are pre-
clustered to remove the soft coupling and an upper bound is imposed on P
t
to minimize coupling
from total energy conservation. With both these applied, the residual correlation is small, about
-1.0%.
JETSET gives quite a good description of how the correlations vary in the soft region but
fails badly in all tests at higher m
y
, generally by giving too strong a (negative) correlation.
ARIADNE hadrons, on the other hand, clearly give too large a positive correlation, possibly
attributable to having both string and drag mechanisms in the generator. ARIADNE partons
are generally closer to describing the data than either JETSET or ARIADNE hadrons, but fail




). The contrast with JETSET may indicate a
possible basis for distinguishing the string and drag mechanisms for interjet particle ow[12].
HERWIG gives the best overall agreement with the data.
The clustering technique is used to analyze the failure of JETSET events at high m
y
. An
empirical correction that brings these events much closer to the ALEPH data on correlations is
described.
Glossary of correlations




. In general these are functions of the clustering
parameter m
y






may be imposed. This can be before or after clustering.
Which axis is used to partition the event is given in the text. Clustering is always done on the
event as a whole, never separately on the two halves.
C(P
t;max









). From ref.[1]. P
t;max
cut of 25 GeV/c applied at m
y












is value at m
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). A variant of C(m
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) but pre-clustered to m
y
to eliminate the soft coupling.
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Figure 1: Correlations for ALEPH data. a) and b) C(m
y
; 0) and C(m
y
), with events partitioned
with respect to the thrust axis and cluster axis respectively. The dashed lines indicate the
`plateau' levels (Tables 1 and 2). The dotted lines show C(m
y










), the variation of the correlation with a
P
t;max
cut for dierent levels of pre-clustering, m
y







































































Figure 2: Four M.C. generators compared with corrected ALEPH data. The ALEPH data is
















= 5 GeV. LPHD refers






































































Figure 3: Behaviour of reconstructed JETSET, again compared with ALEPH, after the removal
(cull) of some asymmetric events. To be compared with JETSET prior to the cull, see Fig. 2.
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